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Abstract
Background: Clinicians are encouraged to practice evidence-based medicine (EBM) as well as patient-centered
medicine. At times, these paradigms seem to be mutually exclusive and difficult to reconcile. It can become even
more challenging when trying to include the preferences of the patient’s family members. This paper discusses the
basis for this quandary, providing examples of the real-world impact it has on diagnosis-seeking and treatment
decision-making behaviors and how it might inform implementation of EBM practices.
Analysis: To further explore the role of friends and family in health-care decision making and to understand how
patients and families introduce other considerations that may or may not be congruent with a strictly EBM
approach, data from two research studies that examined healthcare–seeking behaviors are presented. Both studies
explore how family and friends not only can influence health-care decisions but also may be a source of conflict
for the patient and/or clinician.
Conclusions: Illness is a biological and social process. Clinicians who engage in EBM need to acknowledge the
social and cultural factors that affect the health-care encounter, understand the important role of those factors in
health-care decision making, and expand the paradigm of EBM to incorporate sociocultural influences more
explicitly. Moreover, recognition of the influences family members and other caregivers have within the clinical
encounter—by offering opinions and participating in treatment-related decision making—is needed and could
lead to more efficient and effective health care.

Background
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) has been defined as
combining the best evidence available from systematic
research with clinician expertise to treat patients; consequently, Sackett et al. contend that both are essential
[1]. Without incorporating the most current, up-to-date
evidence, health care quickly becomes outdated. Conversely, without clinical expertise, clinicians may be driven
by research evidence when it is not appropriate for or
applicable to an individual patient [1]. This view of EBM,
however, is limited and confines it to a purely biomedical
approach that does not readily or explicitly incorporate
the patient’s perspective. When the clinician does not
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actively engage the patient, EBM can effectively diminish
treatment decisions to just the “evidence.” To prevent a
new reductionist approach to medical practice, clinical
expertise and the explicit addition of patient preferences
and values are needed to temper how the evidence is
applied to the individual patient. Moreover, in many clinical contexts, evidence may be sparse or unavailable.
Under these circumstances, the patient’s perspective is
critical if we are to avoid paternalism.
Patient-centered care, by contrast, invites patients to
be active participants in their care [2]. Patient-centered
care emphasizes the patient’s experience with their illness [3]. As such, clinicians practicing patient-centered
care consider the biopsychosocial aspects of the illness,
and treatment decisions are made with the patient and
with consideration of the patient’s preferences and
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values [4]. Research suggests that patient-centered care
increases treatment adherence and leads to better outcomes [4-8]. However, some argue that patient-centered
care lacks evidence and is a “fuzzy concept” [9]. At its
most extreme, clinicians could be viewed as merely
“advisors” or technicians delivering a service. However,
the ideal is to bring patients into the process—to the
extent desired by the patient—and to use the expertise
of both interactants. One of the most important aspects
of patient-centered care is the facilitation of shared
decision making.
At either extreme, it is important to recognize that
physicians and patients may approach the clinical
encounter with different priorities. Physicians often seek
to diagnose and treat an illness based on the patient’s
symptoms and objective information derived from physical
examinations, laboratory tests, or the patient’s medical
history. Conversely, patients may only seek care when
symptoms signal there is a problem because of disruption
of their work or social life or when others notice a problem. Often, this information-seeking behavior of patients
is driven by a desire to understand and “make sense” of
their condition. These self-explanations or the beliefs a
patient holds about his/her condition have been described
by Kleinman et al. as the Patient Explanatory Model of
Illness [10]. Explanatory models can significantly influence
the clinical encounter, as well as a patient’s overall health
behavior. For example, if a patient believes her illness or
symptoms are signs of “female trouble,” she may be
inclined to only share information with the clinician as it
supports this assumption or explanation. Another example
is a patient with cancer who assumes pain is a “normal”
part of the cancer experience. This belief may lead the
patient to decide not to explore the pain with the physician. Explanatory models, therefore, tend to be rooted in
lived sociocultural experiences, as influenced by friends
and family.
When physicians and patients have different expectations or hold dissimilar beliefs about the diagnosis and
treatment of an illness, the result can be dissonance and
conflict. For example, Loewe and Freeman reported that
whereas patients with diabetes are concerned about preventing limb loss, physicians are more concerned about
protecting internal organs from damage [11]. This
dynamic can become more complex as physicians
attempt to practice EBM, especially if their priorities fail
to align with those of their patients. This misalignment
may lead to stress and tension between physicians and
patients, resulting in situations where patients may not
follow the treatments recommended by their physicians
and often do so without their physicians’ knowledge.
It can also result in dysfunctional behaviors, such as
doctor shopping or avoidance of the health-care system.
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Is it possible for these two seemingly opposing paradigms—EBM and patient-centered care—to be integrated? As Bensing suggested, EBM can become more
patient-centered by considering and incorporating
patient perspectives into clinical trial designs and by
allowing patients with strong preferences to select their
treatment group while those without strong preferences
are randomized [9]. While patient-preference study
designs do not replace randomized controlled trials,
they can complement them and provide greater insight
into patient choices and their potential interaction with
outcomes [12]. Similarly, patient-centered care can
become more evidence based by using rigorous communication study designs and by incorporating communication research into health services research [9]. This
proposition is not to say that these paradigms never
align, because in some cases they do. In other cases,
however, the paradigms appear to be at odds, and clinicians are challenged to “bridge the gap.” We contend
that the goal of patient-centered EBM can be achieved
through the incorporation of patient-derived data. This
article discusses the data needed to expand the EBM
paradigm, including the role of patients’ families and
their contributions to diagnosis seeking and treatmentrelated decision making.

Influence and role of the family
The influence of the family in making health-care decisions and requests has not received the attention it
deserves. It has been estimated that 50% of healthy outpatients, 65 years of age and older, have some family involvement in their medical care [13]. When patients are very ill,
such as with cancer, family involvement frequently
increases [14]. Family members can play many roles, and
these roles may be determined by a number of factors,
including the patient’s disease or the type of health-care
decision under consideration (e.g., screening, acute or
chronic illness). Lewis et al. found that more than a third
of cancer patients (33.9%) cite family members, friends,
and coworkers as a primary source of health information
[15]. However, the literature has not adequately addressed
the impact family members may have on health and
medical decision making.
To further explore the role of friends and family and
to understand how patients and families introduce other
considerations that may or may not be congruent with a
strictly EBM approach, data from two research studies
that examined health-care–seeking behaviors are analyzed. They serve to illustrate how family and friends
may act as sources of information and advice—either
confirming or disconfirming patients’ explanatory models of illness and in turn can influence health-care decisions. The first study explores how patients newly
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diagnosed with colorectal cancer (CRC) assessed and
sought treatment for the disease. The second study
explored communication congruence about treatment
between patients with late-stage lung cancer and their
family caregivers. Both studies examined how family and
friends (sometimes referred to as “confidants”) can not
only influence medical decisions (i.e., diagnosis seeking
or treatment) in ways that may or may not align with
EBM recommendations or guidelines but also can serve
as a source of conflict.

Methods
Study 1: Diagnosis-seeking behavior in patients with
colorectal cancer

The study methods have been reported in detail elsewhere [16]. In brief, semi-structured interviews, approximately 2 hours in length, were conducted with 242
patients who had been diagnosed with stage 1, 2, 3, or 4
colon cancer within the prior 6 months. The interviews
were conducted, on average, 4 months after diagnosis.
Study participants were recruited at five sites across
Virginia and Ohio. Potential participants were identified
and recruited based on a review of medical records
from the sites. Patients were screened via telephone to
determine their eligibility and interest in study participation. Interviews focused on patient experiences in
recognizing symptoms and actions related to symptom
appraisal. Because the study was exploring the patient’s
role in diagnosis, patients diagnosed with CRC through
routine screening were excluded from the study. Data
were also abstracted from the medical records of every
provider each patient consulted with regarding symptoms.
Of the patients interviewed, 52.1% were male and
53.3% were married. Over half of the patients (52.1%)
had more than a high school education; 32.4% had completed some college courses, 10.3% had a bachelor’s
degree, and 9.1% had completed postgraduate studies.
Many were employed (45.5%) and had private health
insurance (45%). The average age of the patients was
58 years, with 43% self-identifying as African American
and 53% self-identifying as white. Most patients had
stage 2 (24.8%) or stage 3 (39.9%) CRC at the time of
diagnosis [16].
Study 2: Treatment-related decision making in patients
with lung cancer

Patients with lung cancer (n = 184) and a matched set
of caregivers were recruited from three sites in the
Cleveland, Ohio, metropolitan area. Patients were identified by reviewing medical charts at the three sites and,
after obtaining physician permission, were contacted by
mail with information about the study. Patients were
then telephoned to provide additional study details and
to obtain consent. Patients consenting to participate in
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the study were asked to identify their primary caregiver,
who was also contacted to obtain his/her consent. Semistructured interviews with the caregiver and the patient
were conducted separately using an instrument we
developed to capture family, caregiver, and patient communication conflicts. Interviews focused on treatmentrelated decisions, including routine treatment decisions
such as: where, when and how treatment will be administered; weighing the benefits and side effects of treatment; and decisions about entering hospice care. A
detailed description of the methods and procedures are
published elsewhere [17].
Most patients interviewed were male (54%), while
most caregivers were female (75%). The average age of
the patients was 65 years, while the average age of the
caregivers was 56 years. The proportion of African
Americans in the patient population was higher than in
the caregiver population (24% vs. 12%). More than half
of the caregivers (58%) were the patients’ spouse, while
the remaining caregivers were identified as a child,
parent, or significant other.
The relevant institutional review boards approved both
studies, and all participants provided written informed
consent.

Results
Seeking a diagnosis

People use social cues in addition to bodily cues to
decide whether or not to explore symptoms within the
formal health-care system. This process is referred to as
“symptom appraisal.” Symptom appraisal is affected by
the opinions, advice, and preferences of an individual
patient’s confidants and the explanatory model the
patient holds. For example, the explanatory model can
direct an individual to view his/her symptoms under
several rubrics. In our sample of CRC patients, the
rubrics were: acute illness; a chronic illness or health
problems that are caused by lifestyle or somehow “run in
families”; or health issues that were specific to women.
Examples of how each rubric was constructed are
provided in Table 1.
When a set of symptoms is recognized by a patient,
counsel can be sought from several sources, including
family, friends, or coworkers (confidants) or through
secondary sources such as the Internet. Among the
patients in the CRC study, 25% sought information this
way [18]. Most frequently, the patients with CRC sought
guidance from confidants. Advice was generally based
on the experiences of the confidant or others with the
symptoms the patient described and was generally provided as casual advice. In some instances, especially
when closer confidants such as a spouse were consulted,
the advice took on a more urgent tone. Table 2 provides
examples of these forms of advice.
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Table 1 Colorectal cancer explanatory models
Explanatory
models

Examples

Acute illness

Patient: “So I’m thinking ‘It’s probably a bug. It’s probably going to work itself out on its own, and if it doesn’t, I’m going to go
to the doctor…’”

Chronic illness

Patient: “I had a neighbor like several of my neighbors when I mentioned it said that literally everyone on the block…someone
in their family had IBS. I thought that’s what it was.”

“Female”
problems

Patient: “They just knew I wasn’t feeling good, and I told them I was having cramps. You know, sometimes those cramps just
felt almost like labor paints. That’s why I thought it could be that cyst [that] was on my ovary.”

A qualitative analysis of the interview responses further
revealed that 92% of patients discussed their symptoms
with a family member or friend. More than half (52%)
confided in someone within 28 days of recognizing their
symptoms, and 51% consulted with two or more confidants. Patients most often shared their symptoms with
their spouses (51.6%), whereas neighbors or friends
(22.2%), children (21.8%), and coworkers (14.3%) were
consulted less often.
Confidants responded to the sharing of symptoms by
confirming the patient’s symptom appraisal (56%) and
advocating for the patient to obtain more information
or tests (42.5%). Analysis indicated that nearly 67% of
patients took action and sought medical attention after
sharing the information about their symptoms with
confidants. Table 3 provides these results.
Patients tend to seek counsel and validation from
friends and family regarding their symptoms. As our data
suggest, patients, in an attempt to try to “make sense” of
their symptoms, speak to confidants. These data illustrate
the important role that family and friends may play in
diagnosis-seeking behaviors and the potential influence
they may have on treatment-related decisions as well.
Choosing treatment and care

Although the formal health-care system is predicated on
patients following a treatment plan that is based on the
best scientific evidence available, illnesses that are not
acute and rely on patient and family caregiver care-seeking
behaviors in the outpatient setting are subject to many
other influences. In our study of patients with lung cancer,
we found that family caregivers played influential roles in
the treatment and care plans that patients follow and the
relationships between physicians and patients. For

example, 17% of patients with lung cancer were persuaded
by their families to change doctors while being treated for
the disease, largely because they were unhappy with their
physician’s communication style or the treatment options
provided [19].
Patients were also highly influenced by the preferences
of family caregivers, although the mechanism of influence
was sometimes conflict. The most common areas of conflict were: issues concerning lifestyle, especially smoking
(34.4%); sharing/withholding information (17.5%); and
treatment decisions (26.2%). Of interest is that the family
caregivers most frequently urged patients to try alternative therapies or to take more (or less) aggressive treatments than recommended by their physicians [19]. For
example, family caregivers often advocate the use of
vitamins or other supplements; however, this can be a
source of conflict with physicians who often do not hold
the same beliefs about the use of supplements and may
use disconfirming messaging (especially in the form of
disparagement) to discourage patients from using them.
However, there is evidence that this approach may serve
to discourage patients from sharing information with
their physicians; studies indicate that fewer than half of
patients with cancer actually tell their physicians they
are using some form of complementary or alternative
medicine [20]. Among the lung cancer sample, one
patient’s wife shared her experience in attempting to discuss complementary and alternative medicine with her
husband’s health-care team:
“I had a question about why couldn’t he [the patient]
take vitamins, and I didn’t ask the doctor and I
should have…I said, [to the nursing team], ‘Well I
want to get him on some vitamins,’ and they said,

Table 2 Colorectal cancer advice typologies
Forms of family advice

Examples

Casual

[Did your husband advocate seeking more information or further testing?]
Patient: “Well he figured I should go to the doctor more often.”

Urgent

Patient: “They all thought maybe it could’ve been a change of life, and I told them about my ulcers and they thought
maybe that [could] be it…[W]hen the symptoms were getting worse and I wasn’t feeling any better, they said ‘You
need to go to the doctor’s and you need to go as soon as possible.’”
[Advice from an aunt]
Patient: “I said I told her I know something’s going on. I said, ‘I’m glad that you stopped by because you and I have
the same symptoms going on.’ I said, ‘let me know what your doctor that you went to says.’”

Advice based on others’
experiences
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Table 3 Outcomes of sharing symptoms with confidants
Result

Percentage of patients

Patient took action after confiding in others

66.7%

Confidant confirmed symptom appraisal

56.0%

Patient thought something worse was wrong after talking with others

48.4%

Confidants advocated getting more information/tests

42.5%

Patient was influenced by the personal health experiences of others

26.9%

‘I’d be careful of those vitamins,’ and so after we left
I thought, ‘Why? Why can’t I give him some of the
selenium and all that kind of stuff that I read is
supposed to be good?’”
Another example is a spouse who was extremely
involved in her husband’s treatment. Note that in the
quote below she refers to “us” as she discussed her
husband’s chemotherapy treatment.
“I had, prior to us getting into chemotherapy, I had gone
to the health store and he was taking a combination of
herbs and things that we had read about that might
help, and I had talked to the person that runs the store,
who I’ve talked to in the past about other problems,
and she was telling me about a lot of people that use
these…she was telling me about these things and Internet things, stuff you get, a combination of herbs you
get from Canada that worked on this guy who was at
[the] Clinic, and she said, ‘You can visit these Websites.’
She gave us Websites and stuff, so we had started him
on some things just prior to the chemo.”
Family members also can become intrusive during the
clinical encounter and interfere with the patient-physician
relationship. Patients may not feel as though they can have
candid conversations with their physicians, especially if
their values or desired outcomes differ from those of their
family members. Furthermore, patients may feel pressured
by family members to select a particular treatment over
another because it may be less burdensome to or disruptive for the family, despite the evidence that the other
treatment is clinically superior. For example, some patients
with cancer may reject radiation therapy because of the
time involved and the number of outpatient visits. They
may select a more aggressive treatment to prolong life
because that is what their family members desire or
expect. The quote below illustrates this point; the patient’s
husband is adamant about attending the appointment and
pursuing the most aggressive treatment, whereas it seems
that the patient may not agree or has not made a similar
determination at that point for herself:
“My husband insists on being there and I keep telling him it’s really not necessary, and he thinks 4

years are better than 2, and I guess he’s right, and
he probably is figuring I wouldn’t tell him something,
which might be true, but it would give me a time
where I could talk to the doctor more frankly.”

Conclusions
Illness, including its diagnosis and treatment, is not just
a biological but also a social process. EBM needs to
account for this duality and expand to incorporate
sociocultural influences, such as family influences and
patient values and preferences. Our research and the
reported results of other studies [21-27] demonstrate
that family members attend clinical encounters, offer
opinions, and participate in treatment-related decision
making. Thus, clinicians must consider the role family
members play and the influence they may have on the
patient’s treatment choices. Recognition of family
influences may lead to more efficient and effective
care. For example, family members may be a greater
influence on how a patient presents his/her illness to a
health-care provider or the kinds of treatment he/she
seeks or accepts other than any supported by evidence-based research. Understanding these influences
can help clinicians apply EBM as fully and as appropriately as possible.
As clinicians move to adopt evidence-based
approaches to treatment, we cannot lose sight that any
“disease,” although contained within an objective physical
state, is experienced by patients as an “illness” in which
their social and psychological contexts are critically
important. To avoid a return to biological reductionism,
I recommend that clinicians take the following steps as
they evaluate and work with patients (and their families)
to establish treatment plans:
• Assess patient and family explanatory models of
symptoms and illness. Ask patients what they think
may be causing their symptoms/illness, and listen to
their explanations.
• Validate patient and family concerns. Reflect back
what you have heard using statements such as, “I
understand that you are concerned about…” or “I can
see why that would be a concern.” Try to maintain
eye contact, and express empathy.
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• Iteratively check understanding by asking patients to
explain or “teach back” to you, in their own words,
what you have just explained [28]. Tell patients that
you want to be sure you are covering everything they
need to know so your questions do not sound like a
“test” to the patient. This will also allow you to correct
any misinformation in a nonjudgmental way. Doing
this throughout the visit, and not just at the end, will
help break information into more manageable
“chunks” and make it less overwhelming.
• Use relational communication strategies to build
rapport and shared meaning. While words are used
to convey information, how they are used along with
their corresponding nonverbal cues also communicates
significant meaning [29]. Consider not only what
patients are saying but also what they may not be
saying and always confirm to avoid misunderstanding
and conflict. Be cognizant of nonverbal cues and the
messages being sent as a result.
• Discuss sources of information. Encourage patients
to talk about what they have learned or know about
their illness and about their source(s) for that information. Encouraging patients to share can allow you
to reinforce pertinent information while dispelling
any inaccurate or incorrect information. It is critically important that misinformation is addressed in
a nonjudgmental way so that the conversation continues and patients do not feel belittled. Consider
using this part of the discussion or interview to
direct patients to reliable information sources [30].
Acknowledge and legitimate that patients may continue to function under a different explanatory paradigm. Understanding and accepting this difference
allows you to work as effectively as possible with the
patient.
• Consider how to incorporate patient values and
needs in treatment plans. Ask patients what they
hope to accomplish with treatment and what preferences or suggestions for treatment they may have
[31]. Engage the patient in a discussion of the pros
and cons of treatment(s) and have them relate them
to their values and needs as appropriate and participate in shared decision making.
Communicating with patients in ways that elicit more
than a description of physical symptoms has the potential to provide greater insight into the values, beliefs,
and explanations that each patient brings to the clinical
encounter. When combining this patient-centered
approach with EBM, physicians can merge these paradigms and deliver care that is evidenced based while
incorporating the values and preferences of patients and
their families.
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